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Learning the Language of “Pain”: An Awareness Practice 

Pain is a language we must find the courage to learn. This, at its essence, is a profound awareness 
practice. We can commit our attentions to bringing back the pieces of ourselves that we have 
dismissed, ignored, or rejected. We haven't done this intentionally, but maybe, in the past, we’ve had 
to in order to survive the moment. It’s extraordinary, really, how strong we are. However, if we’ve 
come to a place in our lives where we are desiring to move into thriving, we must cultivate what I call 
“Whole-Self Proprioception.” This deliberately brings back of all those scattered pieces of ourselves 
we never knew we lost. We can start with the basics of the grammar of discomfort through the lens 
of the physical body.   


Pain is a ubiquitous word and it’s not very descriptive. As a Yoga Therapist (C-IAYT), one building 
block I use in my first session with a new student, is teaching them the language of pain. I begin 
gently with “better” questions. I’ve found “how do you feel?” does not give an accurate picture and 
invites an ambiguous answer like, “fine.” Instead, I ask “Where is the exact location you’re feeling 
this pose? Is it deep or shallow? Does it feel more like a burning or an aching?” I always make sure 
to say that if the pain is electrical, tweaky or feels dangerous that either the student is too forceful in 
the pose or alignment must be be corrected. However, the specificity of the questions does two 
things. First, it allows me to understand, by the student’s answer, whether the area is a joint, muscle, 
fascia, or full compression (bone on bone) and whether the pose in its current form may be harmful. 
Second, it allows the student to begin to open to his or her “pain” in a gentle, almost subconscious 
way. 


Once I have worked enough with specific cues, I can get deeper into teaching this language. I begin 
to encourage students to feel the sensations and I omit the word pain as we work together in our 
poses. “Sensations" does not cause the same alarm bells as does the word “pain” in our nervous 
systems. Using a different word, I find, allows students more freedom and permission into further 
explorations of feeling. 


Next we go even deeper together by breaking down the word sensation. I have found that naming 
these formerly nebulous discomforts changes their nature and fortifies the nervous system so that 
we need no longer be chained to those blind reactions. I often apply the cue, “use adjectives in this 
conversation with yourself around the sensations you’re experiencing.” At this point, I don’t like to 
“lead the witness” so the students may experience freshly how those sensations feel. I do, however, 
begin to ask more general questions like, “Where is the location of the sensation? What is its 
temperature? Find three adjectives for its description.” Roots of empowerment and awareness are 
grown. I ask my students and myself to stay with the sensation and journey into it. This cultivates a 
more balanced nervous system by not immediately defaulting to an overload of our SNS 
(Sympathetic division of our nervous systems). We can essentially debunk the fear and the 
overwhelming dread that accompanies the idea of pain.


Our nervous systems are built so that when we feel pain or discomfort, without training, our SNS 
triggers. With sirens blaring in our minds, we go blank and either grit our teeth and fight through or 
flee to some recess of the mind. Each time we do this, we choose not to attend to the part of 
ourselves that is feeling and we dismiss it and thus cut off awareness of it. This is especially true if 
this becomes a habit. Here is the paradox: if we do not attend to our pain we are doing ourselves 
great harm. 




Learning this language has profound implications for this “whole-self proprioception,” and a more 
connected, healthy and graceful life. 


In our physical bodies, empowerment around our health, and prevention are benefits to this research 
into ourselves. In society, it is acceptable to relinquish our power to the medical community as it 
decides for us what we feel. However, if we already recognize what is happening for us because we 
are seasoned “feelers,” we can make healthy, calm decisions. In prevention, especially in the 
musculoskeletal system, we can tune in to unhealthy movements and postures intuited in the form of 
tweaks and correct them. Without these adjustments, continued patterns lead to dramatic 
consequences like bulged discs or joint replacements. This is aptly named “last-straw syndrome.” In 
my teaching to illustrate this point, I often say the Colorado River didn’t carve out the Grand Canyon 
in one minute. We build up our pain over a lifetime and thus we must have patience to unwind it as 
well. Simply because we aren’t versed in recognizing our little tweaks, doesn’t mean these signs 
weren’t there. By not being fluent in the language of our pain, we may perceive our breaking point as 
occurring in an instant and this has huge implications for our treatment, recovery and recidivism. 


In our mental bodies, a benefit to becoming familiar with the language of pain is steadiness. Instead 
of being tossed to and fro by the chaos of our minds’ reeling against anything discomforting, we can 
respond rather than react. Response is our careful answer to a distressing catalyst. Instead of living 
with the sirens in our head we can simply allow them to be there and then watch them also leave, 
clearing space for thoughtful action.


In our emotional bodies, we can create profound intelligence through learning of the language of 
pain. Our emotional bodies create reactions in our physical bodies, and when we become astute in 
what is manifesting in the physical body, our inroads to the tricky and subtle world of emotions can 
open up. This allows us vast freedom in owning and accepting how we feel. Instead of those 
emotions being right or wrong, they are simply an extension of the sensations we feel in the physical 
body and we can understand that it’s ok. Because sensation is not right or wrong we give ourselves 
permission to feel deep wells of grief or anger without guilt. We can embrace sparkling joy and let it 
move through without attaching. 


I often daydream about a society that has found the courage to truly learn the language of its pain 
and discomfort. This would be one caring, thoughtful, and accepting place. So very few of us are 
operating through careful response but instead through the automatic reaction of a nervous system 
against any kind of discomfort. This includes when our opinions and beliefs are challenged, which 
we feel we must instantly defend. This unseeing reaction creates the “Me versus You” attitude 
pervasive in our culture. As yoga teachers and students, and indeed-anyone wanting to lead a 
balanced life-taking responsibility, learning about, and allowing our pain grants empowerment 
around our health, a deep emotional intelligence, a balanced nervous system including mindful 
reactions, which cultivates equanimity.  And isn’t that sensational? 



